Glory be to Jesus Christ!
Dear Maria, thank you for your email and for the prayers organized in CA all over the world. We pray and feel your prayers, because God helps us. That's why our army is so strong:

Since the beginning of the invasion of the Russian Federation by the Armed Forces of Ukraine destroyed:
- tanks - up to 80 units,
- armored combat vehicles of various types - 516 units,
- helicopters - 7,
- aircraft - 10, ~
- cruise missiles - up to 20,
- automotive equipment - more than 100,
- personnel - more than 2800 people.

These days are crucial both for Ukraine and in the future for Europe and the world as well. The world community has seen the true face of Russia (not just Putin), Russia, which has always been so throughout history, not only for Ukraine but for all nations. Wherever there is a terrorist acts or mafia in the world, there are traces of Russian KGB (State Security Committee). And the Holodomor in Ukraine (more than 10 million Ukrainians were killed in 1933-1934) and genocides and terror and deportation to Siberia - we all survived. It was attempt to hide these crimes against humanity from the world community. It was hard to believe in that: the greater is crime - the more severe it believe. And now the war in Ukraine... which the whole world can see live. On all borders line with Russia we have fight. The hottest is for Kyiv.

This night there is information that the Russians want to bomb Lviv: especially the airport, tank factory and other places where their saboteurs put fluorescent marks for air strikes (some of them were caught). Many people left city, those who remained are ready to sound the sirens before being evacuated to the bomb shelters. One of these under our temple in the basement. We hope to pray on Sunday with you. We ask for prayer.

Tomorrow let's try to write in what'sap if everything, as we hope will be good with God's blessings. God bless all of us and protect!